
Clients include

video recruitment
and assessments

Cammio is an award-winning online 
video recruitment & assessment 
platform helping candidates 
and employers towards better 
hiring matches with a visual first 
impression.

Invite
Select and invite candidates

for a first online meeting

Interview
Choose between live or

automated video interviews

Match
Review, share and

match selected candidates

Power your recruitment process with 
Cammio to improve your quality-of-hire

Cammio uniquely combines live, automated and video pitch interviews within one integrated 
platform that is easy and fun to use. Easily create your own interview projects in just a few simple 

clicks and start meeting candidates around the world through your web browser or mobile.
No Talent To Waste. Hire better candidates, faster with Cammio!

ATS integration

Automated interviews

VISIT US AT WWW.CAMMIO.COM

Video pitch Live interviews

Assessments Mobile suite

Fully branded Question engine

Mobile suite

First class security



Why video recruitment works for...

VISIT US AT WWW.CAMMIO.COM

Video recruiting solutions can 
improve recruiter and hiring 

manager productivity as well as better 
use the resources that are involved in 
the interview process. This results in 
lower time to hire and lower cost per 
hire. Also, video may also improve quality 
of the hire as visual cues may indicate 
something earlier in the hiring process 
that allows more time focused on better 
fit candidates.

- Gartner

Job interview processes are 
getting longer across the world. 

Hiring policies of employers can have a 
large effect on the length of the interview 
process. Each additional screening step 
adds a significant amount to the average 
time required for interview processes, in 
some cases adding a full week to the job 
interview process. The only job interview 
method known to reduce time-to-hire is 
the video interview.

- Glassdoor

Main benefits video recruitment

Shorter time
to hire

Better
matches

Great candidate
experience

Recruiters
Despite limitations in scheduling 
options and available time, 
recruiters still spend a lot of time 
and money on on a huge number 
of face- to-face job interviews. 
With online job interviews they 
can save expenses and talk to 
more candidates in less time.

Candidates
Today’s candidate demands a 
quick, efficient, and accessible 
process. Video interviews offer a 
way to create a flexible and more 
candidate-friendly interview 
process. With a highly personal 
candidate experience and strong 
employer branding.

Hiring managers
Hiring managers often waste 
valuable time in job interviews 
with candidates that are not 
the right match for the position. 
Video pre-screening increases 
the chance that only the best 
candidates are invited for an on-
site interview.


